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Abstract

With the increasing availability of depth sensors, mul-
timodal frameworks that combine color information with
depth data are gaining interest. However, ground truth data
for semantic segmentation is burdensome to provide, thus
making domain adaptation a significant research area. Yet
most domain adaptation methods are not able to effectively
handle multimodal data. Specifically, we address the chal-
lenging source-free domain adaptation setting where the
adaptation is performed without reusing source data. We
propose MISFIT: MultImodal Source-Free Information
fusion Transformer, a depth-aware framework which in-
jects depth data into a segmentation module based on vision
transformers at multiple stages, namely at the input, fea-
ture and output levels. Color and depth style transfer helps
early-stage domain alignment while re-wiring self-attention
between modalities creates mixed features, allowing the ex-
traction of better semantic content. Furthermore, a depth-
based entropy minimization strategy is also proposed to
adaptively weight regions at different distances. Our frame-
work, which is also the first approach using RGB-D vision
transformers for source-free semantic segmentation, shows
noticeable performance improvements with respect to stan-
dard strategies.

1. Introduction
Semantic segmentation has traditionally been performed

employing RGB images, which solely capture color infor-
mation. Yet, as depth sensors become more widely avail-
able, multimodal frameworks that integrate RGB visuals
with depth information have emerged [21]. This integra-
tion offers the potential for improved semantic segmenta-
tion performance due to the additional clues provided by
depth. Depth information proves particularly beneficial in
several scenarios, including distinguishing between objects
with similar colors but different distances, as well as aid-
ing the segmentation of objects with complex geometries.
Although state-of-the-art approaches achieve good results
on several benchmarks, most multimodal methods do not
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Figure 1. RGB-D Domain Adaptation: (a) Color domain shift,
where variations in lighting conditions, color distribution, and tex-
ture affect the RGB images; (b) Depth domain shift, where dif-
ferences in depth estimation strategies, surface geometry, and ob-
jects’ scale impact the depth maps.

test the generalization capabilities of the model [2, 14, 31].
Domain adaptation is especially crucial in real-world sce-
narios where environments and conditions may vary, mak-
ing it challenging to train a single model that performs well
across all domains [27]. The majority of domain adaptation
methods work with color data alone [10,13,38] or focus on
the Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) setting. How-
ever, a more challenging yet realistic setting is Source Free
Domain Adaptation, where the pre-trained model undergoes
adaptation without accessing the source data, as opposed
to the typical joint source supervised and target unsuper-
vised training approach in standard UDA. In this scenario,
jointly using color and depth data for pre-training is unex-
plored. Given the recent studies demonstrating the gener-
alization [7, 18] and multimodal processing [2, 14] capabil-
ities of transformer architectures, in this paper we explore
the feasibility of employing a transformer architecture for
source-free domain adaptation. Furthermore, we would like
to exploit the potential of depth data in guiding the adapta-
tion process. To this extent, we propose our method, MultI-
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modal Source-Free Information fusion Transformer (MIS-
FIT), which includes the following contributions:

1. The introduction of the first RGB-D framework for
source-free domain adaptation semantic segmentation,
exploiting vision transformers;

2. The exploration of input-level depth stylization in
source pre-training using a fast and simple approach
operating in the frequency domain;

3. The evaluation of generalization capabilities of RGB-
D attention fusion within transformer architectures;

4. The development of a novel approach that leverages
depth data in a self-teaching optimization scheme for
source-free domain adaptation.

The proposed approach tackles the multimodal source-
free domain adaptation task by introducing several provi-
sions into a vision transformer architecture for semantic
segmentation. The method involves distinct stages for both
pre-training and adaptation. In the preliminary pre-training
phase, we employ a domain stylization to tailor the in-
put data, thereby enhancing the adaptability of the model.
Within the internal network representation, we introduce
modifications to the attention module of the transformer
to handle the multimodal nature of the data effectively in
both stages. Finally, during adaptation, our approach in-
tegrates a depth-guided self-teaching strategy to refine the
segmentation results. We validated it on standard RGB-D
benchmarks and the employed provisions allow to tackle
the source-free domain adaptation task effectively.

After discussing the related works in Section 2, we will
introduce the main components of our method in Section 3,
detailing the input (Section 3.1), feature (Section 3.3) and
output (Section 3.3) level provisions. Finally, we present
the experimental results and ablation studies in Section 4
and draw the conclusions (Section 5).

2. Related Works
Multimodal Semantic Segmentation Recent studies

have highlighted the potential of additional representations,
such as depth and thermal data, in extracting semantic
cues [23, 31]. Early multimodal segmentation techniques
involved combining RGB data with other modalities into
multi-channel representations, which were then fed into
standard semantic segmentation networks [21]. This sim-
ple fusion strategy fails to comprehensively capture the var-
ied information conveyed by each modality. To address this
limitation, current methods employ various fusion strategies
at different levels in the deep network. These approaches
typically rely on a multi-stream encoder with a network
branch for each modality, along with additional network

modules that combine modality-specific features into fused
ones and carry information across branches [2, 14, 41].

Transformer-based Adaptation for Semantic Seg-
mentation Several studies investigated the potential of
transformers for semantic segmentation in unsupervised
domain adaptation (UDA) settings [7, 18]. They showed
the generalization potential of Transformers architectures
[12, 34] compared to the widely used convolutional neu-
ral networks. Hoyer et al. [8] propose a multi-resolution
training approach for UDA to preserve fine segmentation
details and capture long-range context dependencies. Park
et al. [18] apply an entropy-based re-weighting in the at-
tention module to address domain discrepancy. Although
these methods show the applicability of vision transformers
in the UDA scenario, none of them investigates adaptation
in the source-free setting data nor domain adaptation with
multimodal data.

Multimodal Domain Adaptation for Semantic Seg-
mentation Hu et al. [9] addresses a single-stage input-level
fusion, summing the depth after being injected into one
attention block. xMUDA [11] proposes an unsupervised
domain adaptation scheme for 3D semantic segmentation
where the output feature of two distinct networks (2D for
RGB and 3D for LiDAR) are fused through mutual mim-
icking. In MM-TTA [25], they investigate the challenge of
test-time adaptation for multi-modal 3D semantic segmen-
tation. Due to the additional domain shift introduced by
pre-training a model on depth, there is no currently exist-
ing framework for source-free domain adaptation exploiting
depth on the task of 2D semantic segmentation.

Unsupervised vs Source-Free Domain Adaptation In
the challenging domain of Source-free domain adaptation
(SFDA), the availability of source domain data is limited to
an initial pre-training stage, while the subsequent adaptation
process relies solely on unlabeled target data. Domain adap-
tation methods can be classified into two categories: data-
level approaches and model-level approaches [40]. Data-
level approaches aim to mitigate the domain shift by ma-
nipulating the target data to resemble the source domain.
This involves aligning various aspects such as the imaging
style in the input space [6, 28, 36], feature space [16, 17],
output space [29]. However, SFDA presents a greater chal-
lenge as domain alignment must be achieved without access
to the source dataset, making traditional adversarial learn-
ing methods used in UDA unsuitable. On the other hand,
model-level approaches for domain adaptation include self-
training, where the model is used to generate pseudo-labels
for the data from the unlabeled target domain [40,43,44]. In
standard UDA, entropy minimization approaches enhance
the quality of pseudo-labels by minimizing the entropy of
the target data or using the entropy map as input for a
domain discriminator with an adversarial learning strategy
[3, 33]. However, in the absence of labeled source domain
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data in the source data-free setting, the effectiveness of en-
tropy minimization-based methods can be compromised.

Source-Free Domain Adaptation Apart from standard
domain adaptation, more recent works, investigate uni-
modal source-free adaptation. Liu et al. [15] leverage self-
supervised learning to learn representations that are robust
to domain shift and a knowledge distillation loss function
is used to align the representations of the source and tar-
get domains. Fleuret et al. [5] exploit posterior probabilities
to estimate uncertainty in the adaptation process. Huang et
al. [10] uses contrastive category discrimination on pseudo-
labels target samples to learn category-discriminative rep-
resentations. You et al. [38] adopted a positive-negative
learning strategy in combination with intra-class pseudo-
labels thresholding. Kundu et al. [13] employ several
encoder-level heads which are further pruned to select the
optimal one. Ye et al. [37] employ uncertainty and prior
distribution-aware domain adaptation techniques, incorpo-
rating both adversarial learning and self-training strategies,
to create a set of virtual source domain data. Yang et
al. [35] propose a weight-regularized distribution transfer
method, followed by class-balanced thresholding and multi-
class negative techniques during the adaptation phase. Zhao
et al. [42] introduce a dynamic teacher update mechanism
and a resampling strategy based on training consistency.
Furthermore, to tackle diverse practical contexts, some ap-
proaches integrate source-free domain adaption with feder-
ated learning [24], black box test [19], or robust transfer [1].

3. Method
In this section, we introduce the three main strategies

that we adopt for source-free domain adaptation, organiz-
ing them according to the stage at which they are employed:
at the input level we exploited style transfer during pre-
training (Section 3.1); at the feature level we tackle the
multimodal setting by exchanging information in the atten-
tion module of the transformer (Section 3.2); at the output
level a depth-based self-teaching strategy is used for domain
adaptation (Section 3.3). An overview of the framework is
shown in Figure 2.

We denote the labeled source domain data samples as
Ds = ((xs

rgb, x
s
d), y

s), where ys is the label correspond-
ing to the multimodal input (xs

rgb, x
s
d) (as expected xs

rgb is
the color image and xs

d the corresponding depth map). The
target domain is unlabeled and drawn from the distribution
Dt = (xt

rgb, x
t
d). In the source-free setting, we assume that

Ds is only available during model pre-training. The tar-
get is to assign to each pixel one of the C possible classes.
The transformer architecture is constituted by a multi-head
attention, which constitutes the encoder part, and a segmen-
tation decoder, in particular, we employed SegFormer [34]
as the starting architecture. The probability output of the
network is denoted as p(x) := p ∈ RC .

3.1. Input Level Pre-training Adaptation

Style transfer techniques allow the alignment of the vi-
sual appearance of samples from the source to the target
domain, thus increasing the model’s generalization capabil-
ities. These techniques have been widely used on color data,
but their applicability to depth representations has not been
explored.

In our setting, the segmentation network is pre-trained by
applying image-to-image translation on both the color and
depth data of the input samples from Ds. In particular, we
opted for a frequency domain image translation algorithm
for style transfer, i.e., FDA [36], preserving the advantage
of using a simple module that does not require training com-
plex adversarial deep networks modules for image trans-
lation. This allows for avoiding additional computational
complexity at inference time and for keeping simpler the
training procedure. We retrieve the frequency space repre-
sentation of a sample xi ∈ RHxWxC through Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [36] as:

F(xi)(u, v, c) =

H−1∑
h=0

W−1∑
w=0

xi(h,w, c)e
−j2π( h

H u+ w
W v)

(1)
The frequency space signal F(xi) can be decomposed into
an amplitude spectrum A(xi) ∈ RHxWxC and a phase an-
gle P(xi) ∈ RHxWxC . Low-level distributions reflect the
image style, thus replacing lower frequencies in the source
spectrum with the target ones - in our case we used the av-
erage of a small set of target samples - can improve the do-
main adaptation performances:

xs→t = F−1(Alow(x
t) +Ahigh(x

s),P(xs)) (2)

where x can be both the color image xrgb or the depth map
xd. The fraction of the replaced low-level details is set by
the parameter β, which controls the amplitude window.

In particular, different choices of β affect the source rep-
resentation: a larger β increases the domain translation ef-
fect but also introduces visual artifacts.

The predicted semantics should not be influenced by the
sensor’s properties or other causes of variation linked to
the acquisition procedure. Yet the generalization ability of
the network is affected by these aspects [36]. Hence, in
domain adaptation settings, perceptually minor changes in
the low-level data might result in a considerable decline
in the trained model’s performance. Depth maps are in-
fluenced not only by the acquisition sensor, which can be
based on completely different technologies, e.g., time-of-
flight, active or passive-stereo, etc., leading to very differ-
ent frequency responses, but also by the characteristics of
the scene and by the camera viewpoint. Performing align-
ment of low-frequency coefficients allows getting a better
invariance to the characteristics of the sensors and to the
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Figure 2. Overview of the training procedure for the proposed method. First, the network is trained on the (synthetic) supervised source
dataset, while style transfer is applied both on RGB and depth images (Sec. 3.1). Then, the model is trained on the (real) unsupervised
target dataset via the masked self-training strategy and depth entropy minimization (Sec. 3.3). In both steps, the fusion between RGB and
depth features is performed with cross-modality attention (Sec. 3.2).

Source β = 0.01 β = 0.03 β = 0.05

Target β = 0.07 β = 0.09 β = 0.12

Figure 3. Effect of the Fourier domain style transfer applied on
depth images, whereas β = 0 is equivalent to no transfer and β = 1
to the transfer of the full target amplitude.

depth values distribution due to the employed camera. Fur-
thermore, when performing synthetic-to-real adaptation the
difference between noise-free ideal synthetic depth and the
inaccurate data of most real-world depth acquisition strate-
gies is another critical challenge. It can be mitigated by the
frequency domain adaptation forcing the network to focus
more on the semantic structure of the scene than on acqui-
sition device peculiarities.

As we can see from Figure 3, the approach allows to bet-
ter align the depth ranges and makes the synthetic source
data less “clean”, matching the fact that real-world target
data computed with stereo vision has more artifacts and a
less sharp distribution (see Section 4.2 for more details on
the employed datasets). On the other side, using an exces-
sively large β introduces visual artifacts that can affect the
network’s performance.

3.2. Feature Level Adaptation

Cross-Modalities Attention In order to perform feature
exchange, the multi-head attention module is shared be-
tween the two input modalities xrgb and xd. Cross-modal
attention was proposed to provide latent adaptation across
modalities in visual-text multimodal tasks [30]:

Cross-Attβ→α(Qα,Kβ , Vβ) = softmax

(
QαK

T
β√

dhead

)
Vβ

(3)
where Q is the query, K is the key, V is the value and
dhead is the dimension of the head [32]. Transformer at-
tention can be seen as an information retrieval mechanism:
the generated query is specified from a key that returns
a value. Differently from previous Transformer-based fu-
sion approaches which considered feature-fusion at the end
of each attention head [14], following the idea introduced
in [2], the proposed framework acts directly at the core of
the architecture by swapping the keys as in the following
equation:

Att(Qrgb,Kd, Vrgb) = softmax

(
QrgbK

T
d√

dhead

)
Vrgb (4)

Unlike [2] where they investigated the effect of the inter-
action across each modality, we focused on the impact of
this operation on the generalization ability of the network,
i.e., multi-modal pre-training. We assume the interaction
between the two modalities should be consistent across dif-
ferent data distributions, as proved by the ablation studies in
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Section 4.5. The multi-head mixed attention feature xrgb+d

(Eq. 4) is served at the decoder level as in [34].

3.3. Output Level Adaptation

Self-Training During target adaptation, pseudo-labels
ŷtrgb+d are assigned to unlabeled target data by the model
through a self-training procedure. These labels are not al-
ways accurate, and filtering them can improve the perfor-
mance of the model. The adopted filtering function uses a
combination of probability thresholds and top-k filtering to
select high-quality pseudo-labeled data points for training
and discard the unlabeled ones. Following [36], we con-
sidered valid only the predictions with a confidence score
above 0.9 or the ones that are within the top-66% confi-
dence values.

Furthermore, we took under consideration that in the
model pre-trained on the source dataset -thus synthetic data-
depth maps are typically ground truth rendered maps free
from noise, artifacts and missing points. Real-world depth
maps, especially if obtained through stereo-matching, as in
the case of the cityscapes dataset, are corrupted by noise
and have missing disparity values due to occlusions or to
limitations of the stereo-matching strategy. In a vanilla
multimodal approach, color and depth features equally con-
tribute to the loss term. In our setting, the depth information
does not directly produce the semantic data estimation but
contributes to the attention mechanism employed to con-
struct the actual feature. Nevertheless, masking pixels with
missing or corrupted depth data during the computation of
pseudo-labels has the potential to significantly aid in the
adaptation process.

The loss driven by the self-teaching module is thus com-
puted as:

Lpseudo = LCE(p(x
t
rgb+d),M(xt

rgb, x
t
d) ◦ ŷtrgb+d) (5)

where the pseudo-label selection mask is:

M(xrgb, xd) =


1 if xd is valid and

[p > 0.9 or p ∈ Top-66%]

0 otherwise

(6)

Notice how the resulting binary mask is a combination
of the probability-based and top-k masks with the depth
validity constraint. By employing depth as an indicator of
the model’s uncertainty, it becomes possible to enhance the
model without the need for additional hyperparameters.
Depth Entropy minimization Pseudo-labels allow net-
work training on unlabeled target data imitating the label’s
existence. However, it can be experimentally noticed that,
as training progresses, after a certain point the learning
curve begins to decline [5]. Initially, self-training serves
as a means to narrow the discrepancy between the knowl-
edge obtained from the source dataset Ds and that required

for satisfactory performance on the target dataset Dt. How-
ever, as the training proceeds, the network becomes overly
self-assured in its predictions, thereby diminishing its effi-
cacy and resulting in increased misclassification errors.

Under the assumption that real-world depth data often
contains inconsistencies, we have chosen to assign greater
weight to images captured at shorter distances, on the basis
that disparity values for distant objects are more prone to
error. Furthermore, close objects have a higher resolution in
terms of pixels in the image and thus are better represented
and easier to be properly classified also in color data.

To exploit this, we developed an entropy minimization
strategy exploiting distance information through the dispar-
ity map. Recall that the disparity map, which is the typical
output of stereo vision methods, is inversely proportional
to depth data. Therefore a smaller disparity corresponds to
objects that are captured with a lower spatial resolution by
pinhole cameras and have less reliable depth values.

We started from the standard entropy minimization target
proposed in [33] to aid the domain adaptation task:

Lent(x) = −
C∑
c

p(x)(c)logp(x)(c) (7)

We modified the loss by adding a weighting term that de-
pends on the distance from the camera giving more rele-
vance to close points. We found that simply weighting the
entropy loss with the disparity values x(w,h)

disp led to the best
performances:

Ldepth−ent =

H∑
h

W∑
w

Lent(xrgb+d)
(w,h) ∗ (x(w,h)

disp ) (8)

4. Results
In this section, we introduce the experimental framework

and the employed datasets, then we present the numerical
results obtained by our method. Finally we present some
ablation studies to evaluate the impact of the different com-
ponents of the approach.

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate our method on two synthetic-to-real road
scene segmentation scenarios: (a) SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes
and (b) SELMA-to-Cityscapes. For the supervised pre-
training on source data, we employed the widely used SYN-
THIA dataset [22] that contains 9400 total samples with
a resolution of 1280×760. Furthermore, we made some
tests also with the more recent SELMA dataset [26], which
comprises 31k scenes with a resolution of 1280x640 in a
wide range of different acquisition conditions. While well-
known domain adaptation datasets like GTAV [20] (Syn-
thetic) or BDD100K [39] (Real) cannot be utilized in our
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SFDA [15] ResNet-50 81.9 44.9 81.7 4.0 0.5 26.2 3.3 10.7 86.3 89.4 37.9 13.4 80.6 25.6 9.6 31.3 39.2 45.9
URMA [5] ResNet-101 59.3 24.6 77.0 14.0 1.8 31.5 18.3 32.0 83.1 80.4 46.3 17.8 76.7 17.0 18.5 34.6 39.6 45.0
DT+AC [35] ResNet-101 77.5 37.4 80.5 13.5 1.7 30.5 24.8 19.7 79.1 83.0 49.1 20.8 76.2 12.1 16.5 46.1 41.8 47.9
LD [38] ResNet-101 77.1 33.4 79.4 5.8 0.5 23.7 5.2 13.0 81.8 78.3 56.1 21.6 80.3 49.6 28.0 48.1 42.6 50.1
HCL [10] ResNet-101 80.9 34.9 76.7 6.6 0.2 36.1 20.1 28.2 79.1 83.1 55.6 25.6 78.8 32.7 24.1 32.7 43.5 50.2
SFUDA [37] ResNet-101 90.9 45.5 80.8 3.6 0.5 28.6 8.5 26.1 83.4 83.6 55.2 25.0 79.5 32.8 20.2 43.9 44.2 51.9
DT-ST [42] ResNet-101 88.9 45.8 83.3 13.7 0.8 32.7 31.6 20.8 85.7 82.5 64.4 27.8 88.1 50.9 37.6 57.3 50.7 58.8
SOMAN+cPAE [13] ResNet-101 90.5 50.0 81.6 13.3 2.8 34.7 25.7 33.1 83.8 89.2 66.0 34.9 85.3 53.4 46.1 46.6 52.0 60.1

Source Only RGB MiT-B5 28.5 19.7 56.7 3.4 0.2 39.1 34.9 18.0 81.0 86.1 64.0 11.6 82.6 28.2 7.5 29.4 36.9 42.2
RGB + FDA [36] MiT-B5 41.1 27.2 60.6 6.3 0.3 42.7 31.0 27.2 82.2 87.8 65.8 15.0 61.4 38.9 9.0 30.8 39.2 44.5
MISFIT (Ours) MiT-B5 80.2 38.5 85.9 30.3 1.2 52.3 56.8 29.0 89.9 88.3 68.1 10.8 92.1 69.0 26.3 52.6 54.5 60.6

Table 1. Semantic segmentation results for the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes source-free adaptation task. mIoU13 denotes performance over
13 classes excluding those marked with *.
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Source Only RGB 70.9 45.7 71.2 12.4 7.8 37.4 37.5 35.4 84.8 24.8 81.7 65.9 23.4 65.7 11.5 21.5 2.8 41.0 45.7 41.4 46.8
RGB + FDA [36] 64.0 47.2 60.0 7.1 6.8 41.2 38.6 43.9 84.1 20.3 79.0 66.8 23.7 73.4 18.6 34.7 4.1 37.5 39.8 41.6 46.7
MISFIT (w/o Ldepth−ent) 74.2 61.8 66.0 8.6 15.9 51.3 55.2 60.7 87.0 24.4 73.0 72.2 32.7 86.8 31.6 62.9 0.0 39.9 57.1 50.6 56.6
MISFIT (Ours) 76.2 63.2 68.7 5.6 13.7 50.9 57.2 60.8 87.2 21.6 89.8 72.2 33.3 86.6 30.0 54.8 7.8 43.9 58.2 51.7 57.6

Table 2. Semantic segmentation results for the SELMA-to-Cityscapes source-free adaptation task. mIoU16 denotes performance over 16
classes - corresponding to SYNTHIA classes - excluding those marked with *.

RGB Depth GT RGB+FDA [36] MISFITw/oLdepth−ent MISFIT

Figure 4. Qualitative semantic segmentation results for the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes adaptation task.

approach due to the absence of depth maps, employing re-
cently available datasets like SELMA offers a distinct ad-
vantage. The primary benefit lies in SELMA’s provision
of all the 19 classes present in Cityscapes, enabling a bet-
ter matching between the datasets. As a target real-world
dataset we used Cityscapes [4], which is the most common
benchmark for semantic segmentation in the driving envi-
ronment. It includes 2975 training samples and 500 valida-
tion ones. Each image is provided with the associated depth
map computed with stereo vision, while the resolution is
2048×1024. Notice that depth maps are the result of a stereo
matching algorithm and consequently present many issues
and artifacts, differently from the ones of SYNTHIA and
SELMA, that contain ground truth data extracted from the
rendering engine. This makes the domain adaptation task
more challenging since it must adapt both from synthetic to
real data and from ground truth depth to stereo vision data.

4.2. Implementation Details

We adopted SegFormer [34] as the basic segmentation
framework since it is a widespread well-performing ap-
proach based on vision transformers. Furthermore, previous
studies have demonstrated its small generalization gap [18].
In our framework, the encoder is shared between the two
modalities thus reducing the number of parameters to be
estimated and at the same time supporting depth attention
processing and multimodal fusion as described in Section
3.2. The architecture is pre-trained on source data using
the Adam optimizer for 40 epochs (160k iterations) with
batch size 4 and learning rate starting from 6e − 5 with a
weight decay rate of 0.01. For the unsupervised target adap-
tation, where only target data is used, the batch size was set
equal to 2. We employed the same data augmentation and
input resolution (512×512) as those in [34]. For generating
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RGB RGB-D

road sidewalk building wall fence pole traffic light traffic sign
vegetation sky person rider car bus mbike bicycle

Figure 5. T-SNE on the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes setting: (Left)
RGB-only adaptation (Right) RGB-D adaptation from our method
MISFIT.

the target pseudo-labels, we utilize the depth-masked self-
training strategy of Section 3.3, where the teacher model
is updated every 100 steps with update momentum 0.99.
The FFT style transfer parameters are empirically chosen
as β = 0.01 for color and β = 0.09 for depth.

4.3. SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes adaptation results

Table 1 shows the performances of our approach in
the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes benchmark and compares it
with the other source-free domain adaptation approaches
from the literature. To showcase the effectiveness of our
method, we compared it with several recent convolutional
architecture-based methods. The table presents the state-of-
the-art results for source-free domain adaptation, highlight-
ing the superiority of our proposed approach.

In this setting, training on source color data leads to
a relatively low accuracy of approximately 37%. Even
when incorporating FDA-style transfer, there is only a
marginal improvement observed, reaching up to 39.2%.
On the other hand, our approach, which leverages mul-
timodal domain adaptation techniques, achieves remark-
able results, as evidenced by an impressive mIoU score of
54.5%. This performance surpasses most of the compet-
ing methods by a significant margin of over 10%. Further-
more, our method demonstrates consistent and outstanding
performance across different classes, particularly excelling
in classes such as bus, pole, and wall. Notably, our scores in
the wall class are more than double the best scores achieved
by our competitors.

The visual results align with the numerical evaluation,
as evident in Figure 4, where challenging objects such as
the bike with the rider and the poles are accurately identi-
fied. At the same time, the domain shift causes issues on
textured areas like the road or the sidewalk that need all
the components of the proposed approach to be correctly
handled. Notably, as observed in the Figure, the regions

0 20000 40000 60000 80000 100000 120000 140000 160000
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40
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m
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RGB-D + STd

Figure 6. Comparison of learning curves for various self-training
setups: standard pseudo-label masking based on confidence scores
and STd employing depth-based masking on top.

in question encounter difficulties when only certain com-
ponents are employed. This outcome is reinforced by the
improved disambiguation observed between the road and
sidewalk classes in the T-SNE representation (see Figure 5).
Moreover, the numerical results from Table 1 validate the
improved class separation observed for the driving classes
such as bus, motorbike, and bike.

4.4. SELMA-to-Cityscapes adaptation results

The evaluation of the SELMA-to-Cityscapes benchmark
is presented in Table 2. On this recent dataset there are
no results for the source-free setting from previous works,
so we can compare the performances of our approach only
with some baselines. The training on source color data in
this setting leads to an accuracy of 41.4% and the FDA style
transfer on color data has a very limited impact (the gain is
0.2%). The higher performance observed when training on
the source data, combined with the limited impact of style
transfer, indicates that the dataset, compared to other bench-
marks, exhibits a higher visual quality that closely aligns
with real-world data. Our multimodal domain adaptation
approach allows to increase the mIoU to 51.7% with a re-
markable gain of more than 10% over the RGB baseline.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the depth-driven
entropy minimization loss exhibits a slightly larger impact.
This is particularly significant considering that while the
performance may be comparatively lower in the SYNTHIA-
to-Cityscapes scenario, SELMA encompasses all 19 classes
present in Cityscapes.

4.5. Ablation Studies

Modules of the proposed framework First of all, we
performed some ablation studies on the SYNTHIA-to-
Cityscapes benchmark to evaluate the impact of the var-
ious modules of the proposed approach on the final per-
formances. Results are shown in Table 3: as already
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pointed out simply training on source color data and test-
ing on the target dataset leads to an accuracy of around
37%, which represents the starting point. Adding a self-
teaching step with target color data allows improving per-
formances of almost 4%. Moving to the multimodal set-
ting, the source-only training accuracy exploiting depth data
is 39.8%. The depth-aware self-teaching scheme proposed
in Section 3.3 allows for an impressive improvement up to
52.5% of mIoU. In particular, as visible in Figure 6, in-
corporating depth-based masking serves as a regularization
method, enhancing training performance compared to the
ones on confidence only (refer to the Supplementary Ma-
terial for details). During standard self-training, the ap-
proach initially learns effectively, reaching an accuracy of
48.0%. Nevertheless, it becomes excessively confident in
inaccurate predictions, leading to a decline in the learning
curve —a trend consistent with observations in [5]. Further
adding the input level style transfer boosts performances to
54%. Finally adding also the entropy minimization target
allows us to get the full model accuracy of 54.5%.

Mode ST STd Style Entropy mIoU

RGB 36.93
RGB ✓ 40.59

RGB+D 39.79
RGB+D ✓ 52.50
RGB+D ✓ ✓ 54.00
RGB+D ✓ ✓ ✓ 54.52

Table 3. Impact of the various proposed adaptation frame-
work modules, performed on the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes setting.
When all modules are disabled, it corresponds to source-only.

Cross-Modality Attention We conducted tests on the
impact of crossing between the two modalities (i.e., color
and depth) in the source-only setting. Supported by the fact
that previous works exploit asymmetric feature fusion [21],
we tested the transformer cross-attention swap in the direc-
tion of color [30] and the key-swap algorithm [2]. The key-
swapping strategy achieves better results and for this rea-
son, it has been selected for our approach. More in detail,
the informative content of the depth keys is able to gain a
2.86% over the use of color alone in the source-only setup
(see Table 4).

Input Depth Style In order to prove the effectiveness
of the style transfer method we compare the performances
of the algorithm described in Section 3.1 when applying
it to color data or to both modalities in the SYNTHIA-to-
Cityscapes benchmark. The target style is transferred to the
source domain to perform network pre-training. Results are
shown in Table 5: if working with color data alone the style
transfer allows for a gain of around 2%. Multimodal data
allows for a higher starting point and adding the style trans-

Mode Cross-Attention mIoU

RGB 36.93

RGB+D RGB→D 29.83
RGB+D D→RGB 38.02
RGB+D Key Swap 39.79

Table 4. Ablation on source-only generalization ability of cross-
modalities attention, performed on the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes
setting.

Mode Style-Transfer mIoU
RGB 36.9
RGB ✓ 39.2

RGB+D 39.8
RGB+D ✓ 41.0

Table 5. Ablation on source-only generalization ability with dif-
ferent input-level style-transfers, performed on the SYNTHIA-to-
Cityscapes setting.

fer on both modalities allows to further boost performances
from 39.8 to 41%.

5. Conclusions
Ultimately, the use of multimodal information for se-

mantic segmentation is a relevant area of research that can
help to address the challenges of adapting segmentation
models to new domains. However, the domain adaptation
capabilities of pre-trained multimodal schemes have seldom
been explored, especially in conjunction with vision trans-
former architectures that represent the current state-of-the-
art in many vision tasks. By leveraging multiple adaptation
strategies driven by the complementary information pro-
vided by depth data, the proposed multimodal framework
allows for improving the robustness and generalization abil-
ity of segmentation models, enabling them to be used in a
wider range of applications. Experimental results show how
it achieves state-of-the-art performance in the challenging
source-free domain adaptation setting.

Further research will be devoted to improving the ex-
ploitation of depth data in transformer-based segmenta-
tion models and to the development of domain adaptation
strategies explicitly targeted at the inconsistencies between
ground truth and estimated depth data.
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